CLEANING and MAINTENANCE
Chalk Boards, White Boards and Pin Boards
(Document Reference CC/CLEAN/BOARDS/01 Rev. 0 March 2010)
(E&OE - Document and content subject to change without prior notice)

We are proud to guarantee our vitreous enamel steel writing surfaces, in respect of normal
usage, to perform specifically to the functions for which they were intended and against
deterioration or failure of component vitreous enamelled parts for a period of twenty (20)
years.
For optimum usage and improved performance, we recommend that chalk board and
white board surfaces be cleaned regularly with a damp cloth and a very mild alkaline soap.
The cloth should be clean and free of any oily or fatty substances. Please note that at no
stage should an ammonia based cleaner (e.g. Handy Andy) be used on white board
surfaces as the ammonia leaves a residue which dulls the gloss surface, reducing the
performance of the same.
For chalk boards we recommend the use of good quality, dust free chalk, whilst for white
boards only the appropriate white board marker pens, with a fibre tip, should be used.
Although at no stage should waterproof permanent markers be used, should this occur
inadvertently, the ink can be easily removed with a commercially available “Whiteboard
Cleaner”.
The Flortime Premier surface used on our pin boards is manufactured from polypropylene
fibres and is stain resistant, rot resistant and colourfast. In general most stains can be
removed by attending to them immediately and by using plain water or a very light
detergent solution. When in doubt, use benzene followed by detergent and water.
The Colour Rib carpet material used on our pin boards is also manufactured from
polypropylene fibres. In general most stains can be removed by attending to them
immediately and by using plain water or a very light detergent solution.

